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Importance of cardiac safety in drug market
Cardiac toxicity is a leading cause of attrition in clinical studies and
post-marketing withdrawal.

Benefits and features of EasyAP
EasyAP™ provides action potential time course simulations to facilitate the •
prediction of cardiac toxicity and compound de-risking.
•
•
•

Drug-induced QT prolongation, in a very small % of people, leads to
a potentially fatal arrhythmia: Torsades de Pointes. A substantial
number of drugs have been withdrawn from sale due to QT interval
prolongation and Torsades de Pointes.
As an FDA requirement, all candidate drugs must be screened for
activity against the hERG potassium channel. However,
measurement of hERG activity is not sufficient to accurately predict
cardiac toxicity6. Physiomics' EasyAP™ takes into account activity
against hERG and two additional ion channels (hNav1.5 and
hCav1.2) to deliver action potential time courses and duration
calculations based on several literature models.

Action potential time course simulations
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• Simulate action potential time courses based on hNav1.5, hCav1.2 and hERG
ion channel drug agonistic or antagonistic effects

Dose-range profiles for each model
Single compound analysis and multiple compound comparison
SVG dynamic plots
Export graphs as images and values in spreadsheet for convenient reporting

Action potential durations and upstroke
•
•
•
•

APD values at 90, 70, 50, 40 and 30% and APU
Simple and multiple compound comparison
Multiple model comparison
Display numerical results as raw or percentage of control: all calculations are done for you!

• De-risking by comparing the effect of blocking multiple ion channels vs hERG
alone
• Calculate AP Duration and Upstroke values for a dose range
• Compare multiple AP models in parallel
• Compare multiple compound AP profiles

Current models available on EasyAP
EasyAP currently provides simulations for 5 action potential models
from literature:
• 3 Human models1, 2, 3
• 1 Rabbit model4
• 1 Dog model5
These models have been adapted to integrate the agonistic or
antagonistic effect of a drug on the three ion channels. In the future
more models will be added (e.g. guinea pig).
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• Import compound data from files

• Automatic reporting - data and figures
• Affordable fee-per-compound analysis or site licensing

Convenient web interface
•
•
•
•

Dynamic control panels
Organise your compounds in project folders
Import and export compound and simulation data
Easy to use

De-risking
• Compare QT prolongation risk for hERG alone vs all
3 ion channel effects
• Example of ajmaline: using the 3 channel inhibition
values, the Human 1 model (based on Grandi et al.)
predicts more significant duration changes at
concentrations higher than 3 µM than with hERG
alone.
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